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***** Print on Demand *****.Jordan Gunn can t swim-at least he can t swim in the cold, dirty lake at
summer camp. Fortunately, he meets Nick Dietrich, the waterfront director, who helps him
overcome his fears and eventually have enough confidence to pass his swimming test and learn to
kayak. Jordan s first relationship with Nick is that of hero-worship. When Jordan helps Nick rescue
two of Jordan s friends from the lake at night, Jordan s hero-worship turns into a deep friendship.
Later, Nick takes Jordan on his first whitewater kayak trip in northern Wisconsin on the Wolf River.
Jordan discovers that it s much harder to kayak on a moving river than on a lake and he is terrified
of the rushing water. Early in the trip, Nick is seriously injured in an accident that Jordan thinks he
caused. Since Nick can no longer paddle, Jordan must overcome his fears of the water and paddle
by himself almost twenty miles to the take-out point to get help to rescue Nick. After Nick is
rescued, Jordan must confront his guilt and somehow maintain his friendship with...
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. This really is for all who statte that there had not been a well worth reading. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Claud Bernhard-- Claud Bernhard

It is an remarkable pdf which i have ever go through. Of course, it can be play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this pdf from
my dad and i suggested this book to discover.
-- Dr. Gerda Bergnaum-- Dr. Gerda Bergnaum
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